Be a part of granting a wish for every
eligible child in New Hampshire

Join our Circle of Stars and Wishes Giving Society

You can help make Wishes
like Robin's come true!
Robin’s life plunged into the unknown when she was
diagnosed with a brain tumor. From hospital stays, to
waiting for test results, to recovering at home, nothing
gave Robin comfort like escaping into the pages of her
favorite book, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland.
The escape she found in its pages was the inspiration for
her Make-A-Wish® experience. Her two-day adventure
involved visiting multiple landmarks, and support from
several well-known local businesses and dozens of
community members. Together, they created a magical
adventure that transported Robin and her family far away
from hospital beds and treatment, and catapulted them
into Robin’s imaginary world as her wish came true.

A Wish for every child
Each year, an estimated 112 children throughout New
Hampshire are diagnosed with a life-threatening medical
condition. When a child is diagnosed, their world
suddenly collapses. They are robbed of a carefree
childhood and are forced to deal with realities that no
child should have to undergo.
So, imagine the joy, elation and gratitude that these
children and families experience when they receive an
unconditional wish. This gift is unparalleled and unique
to Make-A-Wish®. It is something that no medicine, no
doctors and no nurses can provide. You can be a part of
bringing these wishes to life, one at a time, for every
eligible child in New Hampshire every year.

Robin, 10
Brain Tumor
“I wish to go to Wonderland.”

Contact us or learn more:
814 Elm Street, Suite 300 Manchester NH 03101

www.nh.wish.org

Find us on:
f a c e b o o k . c om/ makeawishnh

t w i t t e r. c om/Ma k e AWi s h NH

youtube. com/MakeAWishNH

“I never thought I would have a
flawless day in my life! Today is
flawless!”
-Robin

Join the team
Being a member of

"The Circle of Stars and Wishes

Society" is more than just a donation, it is knowing that
because you are committed to making a difference over time,
you and Make-A-Wish New Hampshire will be able to
realize the dream of granting a wish to every eligible child in
New Hampshire every year.

Society Giving Levels
Circle of Hope: $1,000 per year for 5 years
Circle of Strength $5,000 per year for 5 years
Circle of Joy: $10,000 per year for 5 years

Society Benefits
• The joy of knowing you're part of creating life

changing experiences for the Children of New
Hampshire facing life-threating medical conditions
this year and beyond

• A wish story with special details about a wish you

helped to make possible annually

• Inclusion/invitation to three annual Circle of Stars &

Wishes Society Celebrations

• Invitation to the Make-A-Wish annual wish family &

donor Boat Cruise and Holiday Party

• Recognition for your support online at nh.wish.org.
• Recognition in the annual Breakfast for Wishes

program

• An invitation to Lunch with our CEO and a Board

Member, "Jammin' with Julie" session

“Robin’s wish sparked a little
ray of sunshine, a sense that
something wonderful was in
the works for her.”
– J.T., Robin’s mom

“As a family, this is our way of celebrating our well-being by
sharing with those who need our help at their most critical
time. Our giving pays off knowing that we’ve given a child a
life changing experience.”
Greg Gagne, Society Member

